Spiromesifen and spirotetramat resistance in field populations of Bemisia tabaci Gennadius in Spain.
Spiromesifen and spirotetramat are novel insecticides belonging to the chemical class of tetronic and tetramic acid derivatives. Both compounds have proven very effective against field populations of Bemisia tabaci around the world. However, several growers have recently reported control failures in Spain. Therefore, we studied the resistance level to these insecticides in field populations reporting control failures. In addition, we further selected a spiromesifen-resistant strain to study the mechanisms involved and the cross-resistance pattern. All the new field populations collected were significantly more resistant to spiromesifen than the susceptible population, confirming the presence of resistance. Several populations showing high levels of resistance to spiromesifen (>10 000-fold), exhibited cross-resistance to spirotetramat, but resistance ratios were much lower (130-fold). The spiromesifen laboratory-selected strain was very resistant to spiromesifen (LC50 > 30 000 mg L-1 ) and spirotetramat (LC50 = 368.1 mg L-1 ), but lacks any cross-resistance to other insecticides, thus providing options for resistance management. None of the synergists tested significantly restored the susceptibility of B. tabaci to either spiromesifen or spirotetramat. This is the first report of resistance to spiromesifen and spirotetramat in B. tabaci, and such high levels of resistance have not been reported before in any field collected pest. Our results suggest that enhanced detoxification does not critically contribute to resistance to ketoenols in B. tabaci. The obvious lack of a metabolic resistance mechanism either suggests a target-site resistance mechanism or a metabolic mechanism insensitive to the synergists tested. © 2018 Society of Chemical Industry.